
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Feb 16 2017 Thursday  

6:45 – 8:30 p.m.         Wick's Pizza 
 225 State St, New Albany, Indiana 

         812-945-9425 www.wickspizza.com 
 

Tire Kicking 6.45 p.m. 
Buffet            7:00 p.m. 
Meeting  7:15 p.m. 
Complete  8:30 p.m. approximately 

 Really looking forward to 
having    
 our 2nd meeting in Indiana. 
 November great turnout of 50+ 

Feb 25-26 Sat+Sun    Carl Casper Car Show 
   after 55 year’s their final Car Show. 
   Russell has BSCC Show Arrangements 

Mar 11 Saturday      St Patrick’s Parade 
   Russell has BSCC Show Arrangements 

Apr 15 Saturday    Easter Parade, Frankfort Ave. Louisville 
      Jim Wilson coordinating BSCC Parade 
Apr 22 Saturday        BSCC Swap Meet Unique Auto Park. 
      Jim Werner coordination. 
Jun  03  Saturday       British Bash St Joseph Children’s Home, 
      Team being recruited by Gary Rumrill. 
      Back to grass and trees   

 
Mid June                     The Great Race at French Lick, Indiana 
      Howard Hosp check on date passing thru  
July  07  Saturday      Cincinnati British Car Day Invitation. 

New Mail Address: BSCC, PO BOX 43574, LOUISVILLE KY 40253-0574 https://www.britishsportscarclub.com 

http://www.wickspizza.com/


 

 

01. FEBRUARY 2017 MEETING AGENDA: 

Introduction of guests:          GARY RUMRILL 
Old business: 

Minutes: GARY RUMRILL 
Lou Ann Buechele kindly took the minutes last meeting. 
Lou Ann Buechele will not be able to be the BSCC club Secretary.  
Request for a volunteer to take minutes during the February meeting. 
  
Motion to accept:          GARY RUMRILL 

Treasurer’s report:       JOE LAWFER 

Written Treasurers report to publish for all member not present too when available  
Motion to accept:          GARY RUMRILL 

New business: 
Need for a club Secretary: Volunteers, consideration for winter and summer secretaries 

Membership Update:     PETER DAKIN, and Pass out new badges 
March meeting venue:  RICHARD MUNROE, where, last month’s Minutes reported Mike Linnigs 

Carl Casper update:      RUSSELL MILLS 

St Patrick Day Parade:  RUSSELL MILLS 

Easter Parade:               JIM WERNER 
Swap Meet:                    JIM WERNER  
BASH update:                GARY RUMRILL, LEO HALBLEIB, DANNY & SYLVIA JONES, PETER DAKIN 

  
Ads: What do you want to sell & what do you want to buy? 

Name badge & 50/50 drawing: STEPHANIE BALLARD 

Motion to adjourn meeting:      GARY RUMRILL 
 

02a. PRESIDENTS MESSAGE: Courtesy Gary Rumrill, e-mail: G.Rumrill@twc.com Tel: (502) 239-636 

Wicks Pizza Parlor 225 State St, New Albany, IN 47150 Tel (812) 945-9425 
OUR FEBRUARY 16TH MEETING returns to Wicks Pizza Parlor on the sunny side of the river. The  
dining will be a pizza buffet in the upstairs room next to the bar. This Wicks is a really good  
venue for our meetings. (Close to Sherman Mitton Bridge) 
 
As of right now, I’m not sure where the March meeting will be and here’s why. Your show of  
hands in January definitely opted for Kingfish on the Indiana side of the river over  
Mike Linnig’s but that was before we knew that the Second Street Bridge would be down  
to only one lane and probably backed up with rush hour traffic. Your team has come up with  
some alternates and we’ll talk about them at the February meeting. 
  
THIS IS A REPEAT FROM MY MESSAGE LAST MONTH:  
PLEASE GIVE THOUGHT TO A VERY IMPORTANT NEED: Our Secretary, Judy Moore, had to vacate her post 
because of an employment schedule conflict. Really must have someone raise a hand volunteer for the position!  
 
I recently learned that some clubs fill positions with two people, i.e. a summer person and a winter person. That makes 
some sense to me. We have snowbirds willing and capable of filling the role but not while in they are Florida while other 
members head out for vacations in the summer. Would having two part-time minute taker Secretaries work for us? We 
just need notes to add to BSCC Newsletters and the annual Board Meeting. 
  

02b. PRESIDENTS MESSAGE: Courtesy Gary Rumrill, e-mail: G.Rumrill@twc.com Tel: (502) 239-636 

CARL CASPER ~ THE FINAL SHOW: Every year I’ve been truly surprised by the number of Brit car owners that 
we’ve never met, strolling this predominately custom car and hot rod show and making their way to our lineup of 

cars. Even if your car isn’t in the show, PLEASE join us for a couple of hours to meet & greet these new friends  

because believe it or not, many have never heard of our BSCC. Russell Mills managed our participation  

mailto:G.Rumrill@twc.com
mailto:G.Rumrill@twc.com


 

 

again this year. 
 
ST. PATRICK DAY PARADE: Russell Mills is the BSCC lead man for this event. He says it isn’t too difficult for him to 
handle the arrangements for our club again, but honestly, I don’t know who else could do it if he didn’t. Thanks Russell.   
     Courtesy Gary Rumrill, e-mail: G.Rumrill@twc.com Tel: (502) 239-636 
 

03a. BSCC MINUTES:  Courtesy Lou Ann Buechele at January Meeting: 

Introduction of guests:              GARY RUMRILL -  The Atkins Family 
 
Old business: 

Minutes:                           GARY RUMRILL 
Lou Ann Buechele took the minutes last meeting. 
Lou Ann Buechele will not be able to be the BSCC club Secretary.  
Request for a volunteer to take minutes during the February meeting. 
  
Motion to accept:             GARY RUMRILL 
Treasurer’s report:          JOE LAWFER    $6,500 Balance as of 01/01/2017 

Detailed Treasurers report to publish to Member when available  
Motion to accept:             GARY RUMRILL 

New business: 
Need a club Secretary:    Volunteers, consideration for winter and summer secretaries 

Membership Update:       PETER DAKIN, and Pass out new badges 

New Member Kevin Collins,  

16 Members estimated paid Dues on line. 
57 2017 Members Paid Dues to date 
52 2016 Members late payers in 2016 not yet paid 2017 Dues yet. 
Some Paid Dues Members report not receiving the BSCC Newsletter 
Calls received from Craig Morgan & Doug & Debora Claypool for  
January Newsletter. Please e-mail PDakin@Gmail.com for corrections. 
HELP: Need e-mails for the following contacts to send Newsletters: - 

 1 Cash Rich      

 2 Hale / Swim  Geoff / Jessica  MG-TF-1500 1955 

 3 Hass Machine  Tim & Mary     

 4 Korb Lou & Carol  MG-TC  1948 

 5 Machtolff  Kenny & Tillie  MG-TD  1952 

 6 McWilliams Doug MG-B 1977 

 7 Pike Tom     

 8 Wooldridge Barry J  MG-B 1966 

 
 

03b. BSCC MINUTES:  Courtesy Lou Ann Buechele at January Meeting 

March meeting venue:    RICHARD MUNROE,                 Discussion where?:          
Mike Linnig's Restaurant 

9308 Cane Run Road 

Louisville, KY 40258 

Phone: 502-937-9888 
http://www.mikelinnigsrestaurant.com/ 

mailto:G.Rumrill@twc.com
mailto:PDakin@Gmail.com
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03c. BSCC MINUTES:  Courtesy Lou Ann Buechele at January Meeting 

King Fish Restaurant   
Address: 601 W Riverside Dr. 
Jeffersonville, IN 47130 
 

Phone: 812-284-3474  

http://www.kingfishrestaurants.com 

 

Carl Casper update:         RUSSELL MILLS 
    23rd February 2017 Exhibitors Check in. 
    25 & 26th February 2017 Show Days. 
    6 BSCC Cars Accepted: - 
    (Dale, Danny, Gary, Greg, Peter, Russell.) 

2 BSCC Cars waiting to be accepted – Rick & Richard White 
    Leo entering is other American Classic in American Car Section. 
 
St Patrick Day Parade:    RUSSELL MILLS 

    11th March 2017 Russell reports he is working on the Application. 
    Sheet passed around the meeting for participants to sign up 
Swap Meet:                      JIM WERNER  
    15th April 2017 
Easter Parade:                JIM WERNER 
    22nd April 2017 
BRITISH BASH update:   GARY RUMRILL 

    Gary distributed Printed Sheet of the details of jobs to be assigned to  
Volunteers. Greg Bowman marked assignments needing a volunteer  
that he has offered assistance to information for the assignment. 

   
Ads: What do you want to sell & what do you want to buy? 

See in Advertising section of the Newsletter: - MG & Triumph parts for sale 
And Howard Hosp has some MG Midget parts to sell. 
Cars & Platform Trailer too 

Name badge & 50/50 drawing:  STEPHANIE BALLARD 

Guy Name Badge wearer present:  $100 = Mike Linn / Not present 
Gal Name Badge wearer present:  $30  =  Angela Underwood / Not present 
50 /50     $55 = Trevor Jessie Donated $54 to BSCC. Thanks Trevor 

 
Motion to adjourn meeting:     GARY RUMRILL 

 

04. BSCC FINANCIAL STATEMENT: Sent to current members via e-mail (Not posted on Web Site). 

Detailed month Balance sheet to via e-mail as soon as available to BSCC paid members only. 

05. BRITISH SPORTS CAR CLUB PAYING YOUR BSCC DUES ON LINE Dues on Line 

It DOES require you to log in to the website, and this is intentional to help us keep contact 
information current.  (Login to the website at any time to change your contact information) 

javascript:void(0)
http://www.kingfishrestaurants.com/


 

 

TO RENEW ONLINE: 

1. Login (Trevor reports he put the login box on most every page) 
2. After you login there will be a box on the left titled "BSCC MEMBERSHIP" 
3. Click on the "Renew Now" link and the rest is step by step 
4. The purple 2CO (2 checkout) is the secure payment processor we are using to process credit 

cards and PAYPAL if you prefer. 

  WebMaster: -Trevor Jessie, e-mail: trevor.jessie@gmail.com, Tel: (502) 339-9598 

Mail Address: BSCC, PO BOX 43574, LOUISVILLE KY 40253-0574 https://www.britishsportscarclub.com 

 
06a. THE 23RD ANNUAL SARASOTA HIGHLAND GAMES & CELTIC FESTIVAL 
 
The sound of the pipes, the beating of the drums, Irish Dancing (Sarasota Highland Feis) and  
Athletic events reminds Scots of their Ancient and glorious heritage. Plenty of activities of children  
of all ages to enjoy. On Saturday 4th of January 2017 BSCC "Snow Bird" Member Bruce Skaggs showed  
his red Triumph TR-3. Doug & Shannon may well be there with their Triumph red Spitfire in 2018 from their  
nearby "Clearwater Castle”. The name “Shannon” suggests a touch of Irish!   
https://SarasotaHighlandGames.com   
Well he’s out of State so nosey editor just thought he would check where this BSCC Member Bruce Skaggs  
got his  adventurous DNA from.   
 
 

06a. THE 23RD ANNUAL SARASOTA HIGHLAND GAMES & CELTIC FESTIVAL 
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First Paragraphfrom Angelfire.com http://www.angelfire.com/co3/Skaggs/where.html 
 
According to Virgil Skaggs, a genealogy researcher of Independence, MO. the first known people to 
enter America by the name of Skaggs was two brothers and a sister, who came over from Scotland 
well over 200 years ago (about 1700).  
 
The Skaggs originally came from Norway and was spelled Skeg, meaning "bearded one", from Skeg 
to Skeggs, and Skaggs. They went from Norway to England and Scotland. The English way to spell 
the name was Skegs or Skeggs and the Scottish way was Scaggs.  
 
The two brothers who came to America argued over how to spell their name, the English way or the 
Scottish way. One brother said “you spell it your way and I will spell it my way", so the story goes.  
 
From this, four tribes were created, a Moses tribe, Gideon, Noah and an Elijah tribe of Skaggs. There 
is a Skaggs plantation at Alderson, W.Va. that was bought from William Penn. The plantation is still in 
the Skaggs family at the time Mr. Virgil Skaggs wrote this, late 1960's. 
 
This is taken directly from the book "The life of Daniel Boone", written by Lyman 
C Draper, LL.D. A noted Historian:  
 
In 1779 Henry Skaggs , accompanied by upwards of twenty men, started for Kentucky, were attacked 
by Indians in Powell’s Valley, lost part of their horses, when all had returned save Skaggs, his son 
John a mere youth, and a man named Sinclair.  
 
With eleven horses, they went to the Green River country to hunt, and during the succeeding winter 
Sinclair got lost, probably drowned in the Green River and young Skaggs sickened and died, and 
amidst the severities of the season a hollow log was his burial place. His father was left alone to finish 
the hunt and return home with the horses, pelts and furs.  
 
He settled on Pitman’s Creek in the within present Taylor County, Kentucky, in 1789 with his children 
and connections around him sharing freely in the Indian difficulties of the times; and there he died in 
1808, aged upwards of eighty years. Processing a large and bony frame, he was bold, enterprising 
and fearless.  
 
His brothers Charles and Richard who also settled in that region, lived to a good old age There is 
much more in the book, but this is the most important part.  
 
So how did Bruce Skaggs settle in Indiana?  
 
Bruce tamed down a bit! He a lot more horse power in now in his cars than his ancestors!      
 
That’s Carolyn tossing the Iron Ball & Bruce the Caber …. of course. 
 
OK fellow Members….There a wild bunch alright that come over the river Ohio to Kentucky……..  

 
Now they hunt for TROPHIES ! ………….they like horse power and keep adding cars with BHP

http://angelfire.com/
http://www.angelfire.com/co3/Skaggs/where.html


 

 

07. WELCOME NEW BSCC MEMBER: - 

Keven Collins of Simpsonville Kentucky wares a UK sweat shirt and buys a Cardinal Blood Red Car. 

UK Shirt?  
A wolf in sheep’s 
Clothing,but there 
was Blue paint 
under the Cardinal 
“Blood” Red. 
 
1966 Morgan Plus-4 
4 cylinder Triumph 
TR3 engine 4 speed 
transmission and 
Girling drum brakes. 

Road and Track wrote the following concerning the Morgan plus Four, “In the hands of the right kind 
of driver, the Plus-4 is nearly unbeatable and the road holding and braking are more than adequate 
for the very real performance. If the object of the exercise is really high average speeds in absolute 
safety, there is nothing to compare with Morgan”. 

08. WELCOME NEW BSCC MEMBER: - 

Bobby Basham, MG-G-GT   
 
09. A JOE GUFFEY CONTRIBUTION: 
 
Under 1000 cc cars take scenic detour. 
Austin Healy 3000, just go for it !  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
10. THE “CLASE CLAN” AND THE “TRIO OF TRIUMPHS” 
 

Courtesy Dave Case, e-mail: tr7fixer@aol.com Tel: 502-802-8393 
BSCC Members Dave with sons Brian and Ben Case.  
 

 

Brian Case has plans for his wedding pictures next October to include driving off in his fully restored  
TRIUMPH TR-4 at that time. But having done a chassis up renovation even unfinished we would love to see Brian’s 
Masterpiece in process at the British Bash like we saw the other Case “Boys” last year.  
 

Father Dave reminds me of my teen memories, but Dave bought Fiats and Midgets for $300 and finding  
ways to keep them running.  He thought it a huge deal when he bought a TR7 NEW in 1981 (last one sold  
in Ohio).  His son Ben drives that car daily now.  Dave is driving his red TR4 daily and Healey is in Ben's garage being 
stored. 
 
Brian is awaiting paint on his renovation.  The car drives fine with recent alignment and muffler welding jobs.  All panels 
fitted but needing final work and paint.  Dash and carpet installed, seat upholstery complete with seat heaters, door 
mechanisms need to be installed, top needs to be installed.  So.. probably just a few week’s work after paint. Just need  
to find a good painter and visit him.   
Calling all BSCC Members all recommendations for Paint Shops for a Triumph? 
 
Ben has taken to driving Dad TR7 around basically for free, insurance and registration next to nothing and 
after Dad put a Buick V6 with an automatic in it the darn thing hasn't given us a single problem in years.  Actually, in 35 
years it only let me down once, a week after I bought it.  bad wire to distributor. 
 
Paint Shop recommendations please:  
Give Tips to Dave Case, e-mail: tr7fixer@aol.com Tel: 502-802-8393 

 

mailto:tr7fixer@aol.com
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11. BSCC TECH ARTICLE: -                Ask Mr Bentwrench about Paint 
 

Dear Mr. Bentwrench –  

History trivia: Imperial Chemical Industries, started in 1926, later ICI, and became a 
HUGE British conglomerate. (They even owned Sunbeam motorcycles) In the early 
days of paint technology the race was on for high gloss paints for both house and 
automotive products. Dulux was the house line and Belco was the commercial line. 
PPG bought the Automotive Paints and Solvent part of ICI after the lion part of the ICI 
business bought by AkzoNobel 

With that, I would only trust PPG's available paint code cross references to anything 
ICI related. Also, the original ICI/Belco line of paints were all nitrocellulose lacquers 
mixed from their own proprietary base pigments (with their OWN paint codes!) with 
original formula’s given in percent, not weight. NOS pigments can still be found by the 
OUNCE here and there across the world still but GAWD are they expensive! OK, at 
least, that's what Mr Bentwrench told me over 3 pitchers of beer once so you really 
never know. 

Well the Editor got a big surprise to read of 216 listed BRG British Racing 
Green 

          Here sample of one Mr. Bentwrench http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British 

Page 1 of 5: found 216 paint color chips with a color name of "British" sorted by year 

http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British


 

 

 image [year] make 

 paint color 
name 

code      
Ditzler 
PPG 

Dupont  

Acme 
Rogers 

RM 
BASF 

Glasurit Autocolor  

Martin 
Senour 

Sherwin 
Williams 

comme
nt 

 

 G B Y 1953  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green  

       83734  

    25099  

   

 G B Y 1954  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green         83734  

    25099  

   

 G B Y 1955  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green         83734  

    25099  

   

 G B Y 1956  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green         83734  

    25099  

   

 G B Y 1957  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green         83734  

    25099  

   

 G B Y 1958  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green         83734  

    25099  

   

 G B Y 1959  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green  

       83734  

    25099  

   

 G B Y 1960  Rover  

 British Racing 
Green  

GN25
  

              

 G B Y 1960  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green         83734  

    25099  

   

 G B Y 1961  Rover  

 British Racing 
Green  

GN25
  

              

 G B Y 1962  Rover  

 British Racing 
Green  

GN25
  

              

 G B Y 1963  Rootes  

 British Racing 
Green  86       8420L  

  RTS-86  

  9977  

  

 G B Y 1963  Rover  

 British Racing 
Green  

GN25
  

              

 G B Y 1964  Morris  

 British Racing 
Green  

GR-
29  

        MS-283  

     

 G B Y 1964  Rootes  

 British Racing 
Green  86       8420L  

  RTS-86  

  9977  

  

 G B Y 1964  Rover  

 British Racing 
Green  

GN25
  

              

 G B Y 1964  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green  

75, 
HAA  

    45102  43912  

        

 G B Y 1965  Lotus  

 British Racing 
Green  L01           2854  

    

 G B Y 1965  Morris  

 British Racing 
Green  

GR-
29  

        MS-283  

     

 G B Y 1965  Rootes  

 British Racing 
Green  86       8420L  

  RTS-86  

  9977  

  

 G B Y 1965  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green  

75, 
HAA  

    45102  43912  

        

 G B Y 1966  Lotus  

 British Racing 
Green  L01           2854  

    

 G B Y 1966  Morris  

 British Racing 
Green  

GR-
29  

        MS-283  

     

 G B Y 1966  Rootes  

 British Racing 
Green  86       8420L  

  RTS-86  

  9977  

  

 G B Y 1966  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green  

75, 
HAA  

    45102  43912  

        

 G B Y 1967  Austin  

 British Racing 
Green Light  

GN25
  

           9858  

  

 G B Y 1967  Austin  

 British Racing 
Green Dark  

GN29
  

    47956  

      9904  

  

 G B Y 1967  Lotus  

 British Racing 
Green  L01           2854  

    

 G B Y 1967  Morris  

 British Racing 
Green  

GR-
29  

        MS-283  

     

 G B Y 1967  Rootes  

 British Racing 
Green  86       8420L  

  RTS-86  

  9977  

  

 G B Y 1967  Triumph  

 British Racing 
Green  

75, 
HAA  

    45102  43912  

        

 G B Y 1968  Austin  

 British Racing 
Green Light  

GN25
  

           9858  

  

 G B Y 1968  

Chevrole
t 

C
a British Green  Z  

B
    

WA38
29  

43795  

4949L, 
4949D 5538  A2011  

  4402  1663  

late 
addition  
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http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?&color=British&con=1&rows=50&sort=williams
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http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=83734&rows=50&syear=1953&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=25099&rows=50&syear=1953&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201954%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201954%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201954%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1954&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=83734&rows=50&syear=1954&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=25099&rows=50&syear=1954&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201955%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201955%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201955%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1955&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=83734&rows=50&syear=1955&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=25099&rows=50&syear=1955&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201956%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201956%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201956%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1956&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
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http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=83734&rows=50&syear=1956&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=25099&rows=50&syear=1956&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201957%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201957%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201957%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1957&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=83734&rows=50&syear=1957&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=25099&rows=50&syear=1957&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201958%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201958%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201958%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1958&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=83734&rows=50&syear=1958&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=25099&rows=50&syear=1958&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201959%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201959%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201959%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1959&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=83734&rows=50&syear=1959&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=25099&rows=50&syear=1959&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201960%20Rover
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201960%20Rover
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201960%20Rover
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1960&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201960%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201960%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201960%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1960&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=ztriumphbritishracinggreen&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=83734&rows=50&syear=1960&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=25099&rows=50&syear=1960&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201961%20Rover
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201961%20Rover
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201961%20Rover
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1961&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201962%20Rover
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201962%20Rover
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201962%20Rover
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1962&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201963%20Rootes
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201963%20Rootes
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201963%20Rootes
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1963&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=86&manuf=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=8420L&rows=50&syear=1963&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?glasurit=RTS-86&rows=50&syear=1963&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=9977&rows=50&syear=1963&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201963%20Rover
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201963%20Rover
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201963%20Rover
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1963&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Morris
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Morris
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Morris
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1964&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zMS283&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zMS283&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GR-29&manuf=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GR-29&manuf=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?glasurit=MS-283&rows=50&syear=1964&smanuf=Morris&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Rootes
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Rootes
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Rootes
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1964&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=86&manuf=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=8420L&rows=50&syear=1964&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?glasurit=RTS-86&rows=50&syear=1964&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=9977&rows=50&syear=1964&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Rover
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Rover
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Rover
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1964&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zroverGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Rover&rows=50
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201964%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1964&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=75&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=HAA&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?ditzler=45102&rows=50&syear=1964&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=43912&rows=50&syear=1964&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Lotus
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Lotus
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Lotus
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1965&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=L01&manuf=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?autocolor=2854&rows=50&syear=1965&smanuf=Lotus&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Morris
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Morris
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Morris
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1965&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zMS283&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zMS283&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GR-29&manuf=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GR-29&manuf=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?glasurit=MS-283&rows=50&syear=1965&smanuf=Morris&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Rootes
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Rootes
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Rootes
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1965&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=86&manuf=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=8420L&rows=50&syear=1965&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?glasurit=RTS-86&rows=50&syear=1965&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=9977&rows=50&syear=1965&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201965%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1965&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=75&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=HAA&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?ditzler=45102&rows=50&syear=1965&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=43912&rows=50&syear=1965&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Lotus
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Lotus
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Lotus
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1966&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=L01&manuf=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?autocolor=2854&rows=50&syear=1966&smanuf=Lotus&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Morris
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Morris
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Morris
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1966&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zMS283&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zMS283&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GR-29&manuf=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GR-29&manuf=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?glasurit=MS-283&rows=50&syear=1966&smanuf=Morris&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Rootes
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Rootes
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Rootes
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1966&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=86&manuf=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=8420L&rows=50&syear=1966&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?glasurit=RTS-86&rows=50&syear=1966&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=9977&rows=50&syear=1966&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201966%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1966&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=75&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=HAA&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?ditzler=45102&rows=50&syear=1966&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=43912&rows=50&syear=1966&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light%201967%20Austin
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light%201967%20Austin
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light%201967%20Austin
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1967&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light&tditzler=zaustinGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light&tditzler=zaustinGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=9858&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Austin&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%20Dark%201967%20Austin
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%20Dark%201967%20Austin
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%20Dark%201967%20Austin
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1967&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green%20Dark&tditzler=47956&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green%20Dark&tditzler=47956&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN29&manuf=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN29&manuf=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?ditzler=47956&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Austin&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green%20Dark
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=9904&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Austin&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green%20Dark
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Lotus
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Lotus
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Lotus
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1967&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=L01&manuf=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?autocolor=2854&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Lotus&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Morris
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Morris
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Morris
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1967&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zMS283&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zMS283&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GR-29&manuf=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GR-29&manuf=Morris&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?glasurit=MS-283&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Morris&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Rootes
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Rootes
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Rootes
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1967&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zrootesRTS86&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=86&manuf=Rootes&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=8420L&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?glasurit=RTS-86&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=9977&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Rootes&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201967%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1967&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=75&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=HAA&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?ditzler=45102&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=43912&rows=50&syear=1967&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light%201968%20Austin
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light%201968%20Austin
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light%201968%20Austin
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1968&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light&tditzler=zaustinGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light&tditzler=zaustinGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=9858&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=Austin&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Green%201968%20Camaro
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Green%201968%20Camaro
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Green%201968%20Camaro
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1968&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Chevrolet&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Chevrolet&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Camaro&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Camaro&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Green&tditzler=43795&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=Z&manuf=GM&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/brochuredisplay.cgi?year=1968&manuf=GM&model=Camaro
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/brochuredisplay.cgi?year=1968&manuf=GM&model=Camaro
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?gmcode=WA3829&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Camaro&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?gmcode=WA3829&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Camaro&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?ditzler=43795&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Camaro&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=4949L&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Camaro&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=4949D&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Camaro&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?acme=5538&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Camaro&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?rm=A2011&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Camaro&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=4402&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Camaro&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=1663&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Camaro&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/paintdetail.cgi?paint=1968|Camaro|British%20Green
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www.myperfectcolor.com says they have the ICI paint code formulas. Dunno if they are 'scans' or from actual pigment formulas 
by weight. However, they may just be for ICI's old Dulux line of HOUSE PAINT! :) 

 
Yes to automotive finishes.PPG purchased ICI plc’s refinish-coatings, industrial coatings & Automotive solvents & thinners 

businesses 
 
 

 

 

      Ask Mr Bentwrench Bob Hitchcockl, e-mail: - rlh.cpa54@gmail.com, Tel: (502) 550-3066
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http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British&con=1&page=2&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British&con=1&page=3&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British&con=1&page=4&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British&con=1&page=5&rows=50
http://www.myperfectcolor.com/
mailto:rlh.cpa54@gmail.com
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?type=sample&ditzler=43795&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smake=Chevrolet&smodel=Camaro&sname=British Green&name=camaro1968britishgreen&scomm=
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?type=sample&ditzler=43795&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smake=Chevrolet&smodel=Corvette&sname=British Green&name=corvette1968WA3829&scomm=
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Camaro&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Camaro&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Camaro&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Camaro&rows=50
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Green%201968%20Corvette
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Green%201968%20Corvette
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Green%201968%20Corvette
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1968&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Chevrolet&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Chevrolet&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Corvette&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Corvette&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Corvette&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Corvette&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Corvette&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Corvette&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Corvette&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?model=Corvette&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Green&tditzler=43795&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=983&manuf=GM&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/brochuredisplay.cgi?year=1968&manuf=GM&model=Corvette
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/brochuredisplay.cgi?year=1968&manuf=GM&model=Corvette
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?gmcode=WA3829&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Corvette&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?gmcode=WA3829&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Corvette&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?ditzler=43795&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Corvette&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=4949L&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Corvette&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=4949D&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Corvette&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?acme=5538&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Corvette&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?rm=A2011&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Corvette&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=4402&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Corvette&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=1663&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=Corvette&sname=British%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Green%201968%20GM
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Green%201968%20GM
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Green%201968%20GM
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1968&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=GM&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Green&tditzler=43795&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=Z&manuf=GM&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?gmcode=WA3829&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?gmcode=WA3829&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?ditzler=43795&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=4949L&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=4949D&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?acme=5538&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?rm=A2011&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?martin=4402&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=1663&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=GM&smodel=&sname=British%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/paintdetail.cgi?paintx=1968|GM|British%20Green|79171
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201968%20Lotus
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201968%20Lotus
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201968%20Lotus
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1968&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=L01&manuf=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?autocolor=2854&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=Lotus&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201968%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201968%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201968%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1968&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=75&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=HAA&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?ditzler=45102&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?dupont=43912&rows=50&syear=1968&smanuf=Triumph&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light%201969%20Austin
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light%201969%20Austin
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light%201969%20Austin
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1969&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light&tditzler=zaustinGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light&tditzler=zaustinGN25&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=GN25&manuf=Austin&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?williams=9858&rows=50&syear=1969&smanuf=Austin&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green%20Light
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201969%20Lotus
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201969%20Lotus
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201969%20Lotus
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1969&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=zlotusL01&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=L01&manuf=Lotus&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?autocolor=2854&rows=50&syear=1969&smanuf=Lotus&smodel=&sname=British%20Racing%20Green
http://google.com/images?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201969%20Triumph
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=British%20Racing%20Green%201969%20Triumph
http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=British%20Racing%20Green%201969%20Triumph
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?year=1969&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?make=Triumph&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?color=British%20Racing%20Green&tditzler=45102&rows=50
http://paintref.com/cgi-bin/colorcodedisplay.cgi?code=75&manuf=Triumph&rows=50
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12. WHAT DO YOU SEE? 

Courtesy Gary Rumrill, e-mail: G.Rumrill@twc.com Tel: (502) 239-636 

  
 

No, this isn’t a Rorschach ink blot test but instead, a slightly altered and doubled up picture that I 
made from one that recently appeared in Classic Motorsports Magazine. The more I look at it, the 
more I’m drawn into it and the more I think that it is a wonderful collection of great car parts that would 
provide many hours of a fulfilling restoration project.  I’ve shown several ‘non-car’ people and all they 
saw was a pile of junk! What do you see? 
 

13. REGALIA FROM LANDS END: -  Courtesy Jim Werner. e-mail: JWhlyadv@aol.com 

This is the new BSCC license holder frame now added 
to the BSCC Regalia selection. If you are interested in 
getting one? Let Jim Werner know 
Courtesy Jim Werner. e-mail: JWhlyadv@aol.com 

 

Lands' End Business Outfitters now has the BSCC logo on hand to stitch onto any item on their Business Outfitters website. 

This site is full of great apparel and gift ideas. You can order online or call the 800 number and a representative 
will be happy to assist you. You can also sign up to receive emails about  
For clothing visit web page at http://business.landsend.com  
 
When ordering enter Logo Number: 1442867,   special promotions and catalogs to your home. 
 

mailto:G.Rumrill@twc.com
mailto:JWhlyadv@aol.com
mailto:JWhlyadv@aol.com
http://business.landsend.com/


 

 

13. FOR SALE: Flat Bed Trailer, call Bill Greenleaf, Cel 502-439-6843 e-mail: BGreenleaf1@ATT.net 

Specifications: 

Wide: 6’.4” 
Long: 18’ 3” 
Wheels: 12” 
Axles: 2,100 lb Torsion 
Coupler: 3,500 lbs 
Tool Box: Plastic / Arctic Cat Price:  
Call  Negotiate a deal 
Located US I71 Zorn Ave Area, Louisville KY 
 

14. BIG TRIUMPH PARTS FREE DELIVERY: -  ( Within reasonable local range ) 
 
The following "BIG TRIUMPH PARTS" only $100 each 
 

2 x top frames. 
2 x standard gearboxes, ONE HAS A REPAIRED BELL HOUSING! 
1 x solid axle rear end assembly 
1 x windshield 
 

Numerous other parts as well.  
Please feel free to email with any questions / requests. 
 

Dan Adams at e-mail: DAdams62@gmail.com 
 

15. TWO MG’s FOR SALES IN GEORGETOWN, KY: - 
 
From: Peter Cox <petercox1@aol.com> English Cars - MG's 
My name is Pete Cox, I was born in Abingdon on Thames England, the home town of MG cars.  
My Family worked at the factory for many years so the mark has a place in my heart. 
I currently have two MG Miget’s that have been garage stored for over 20 years, these are not the 
usual rust buckets. 

 The 1975 model is a complete car that was running when stored.  
 The 1979 model is a low mileage model that I was restoring to "original" condition, this has 

been stripped and the body shell, painted in original white and the rear axle refitted before 
being forced to shelve the project by my work schedule.   

All the components are available as disassembled with all small parts and nuts, bolts and screws in 
marked boxes. 
I invested $2000 in rebuild parts to replace all the rubber seals, stainless exhaust, and a genuine 
Coventry Hood Company top back in 1989-90. 
I am now retired and have finally faced reality that I don't have the strength to complete the rebuild. 
 
My question to you and the club is, do you know anyone who would want to buy these two cars and 
all the spares that I have.  
 
Regards, Pete Cox 
 
 

mailto:BGreenleaf1@ATT.net
mailto:DAdams62@gmail.com
mailto:petercox1@aol.com


 

 

16. HARD TOPS FOR MG’s 
 
Greetings and salutations 
 
You may recall getting an e-mail from Ed last November about hard tops for MGs. It was the result of my having met a 
fellow at UK's Men's Health Check and our talking about Little British Cars. I had told him about our car club and invited 
him to join. He mentioned that he had once owned two MGs, but that he had sold both of them. However, he still had the 
hard tops for them as the buyers were not interested in them. He then asked if it was possible to tell the members of 
SBMS about them to see if perhaps someone might be interested. Thus the e-mail from Ed. 
 
The other day, I got a phone call from David (the aforementioned fellow). He said he had not gotten any queries from 
anyone. And that may well be an indication of "no interest". But, he asked if it were possible for me to repeat the effort. 
This this e-mail. So, if perchance you missed the original e-mail from Ed, or perhaps know of someone other than SBMS 
members who might be interested, now is your chance (lucky you, eh?).  
 
I appreciate your tolerance on this matter. Clubs such as ours are one of the best ways for this kind of information to 
circulate. And, who knows, maybe some day you will want or need such a service. Thanks again, and I promise I won't 
bother you again on this particular matter. 
 
The fellow's name is David Carroll and his phone number is 859-559-5488. We did not discuss details nor prices, so you 
are on your own on those matters. 
 
Thanks again. Tom Dillion 
 
 

  
 
 
      http://www.derbywelding.com  Wide range of services including automotive welding. (BBB +A) 
      4624 Pinewood Road, Louisville, KY 40218. Ph: 502-966-0232  e-mail: Info@derbywelding.com 
 

tel:(859)%20559-5488
http://www.derbywelding.com/
mailto:Info@derbywelding.com


 

 

17. FOR BSCC TRIUMPH SPITFIRE OWNERS:  A photo of your car arriving in the USA  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The ”Remarque’s”  is a publication of the British Sports Car Club (BSCC) 

New Mail Address: BSCC, PO BOX 43574, LOUISVILLE KY 40253-0574 https://www.britishsportscarclub.com 

BSCC BOARD MEMBER: 

Greg Bowman,  Bill Fryrear,  Mike Leezer,  Russell Mills  and  Jim Werner. 
 

BSCC OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT: ……. Gary Rumrill VICE PRESIDENT Richard Munroe 
TREASURER ……  Joe Lawfer SECRETARY ……  VACANCY 

 
APPOINTEES 

Joe Lawfer ….….... 2017 Treasurer Trevor Jessie  …... Website Master 
Jim Wilson ………. Social Media Mike Leezer ………Insurance 
Peter Dakin ……… Newsletter Russell Mills ……. Carl Casper & St. Patrick’s Parade 

 
Alice Curnick ….... Christmas Party Bob Hitchcock …. Ask Mr. Bentwrench   
Dons Coates ……. 2016 BSCC Picnic Howard Hosp ….…BSCC Cruise Trip Planner  
Jim French ……… Auctioneer Ron Baylor ……..…Christmas Auction) 

BEHIND THE SCENES: these are some of the key people in our leadership group that largely sit back and can 
go unnoticed, but I’ll expose them here… 
Alice Curnick ….... Christmas Party 
Bob Hitchcock …. “Ask Mr. Bentwrench” Newsletter Tech Articles 
Charles Curnick …2016 Vice President  
Dons Coates ……..Annual BSCC Picnic 2016 
Howard Hosp …… BSCC Cruise and Trip Planner  
Jim French ……… Christmas Party Auctioneer 
Jim Werner ……… BSCC Swap Meet & Easter Parade 
Joe Lawfer ….….... 2017 Treasurer (collects money & pays the bills). 
Judy Moore ……… 2016 Secretary (Great job sorry, UPS 2017 schedule blocks most meetings.) 
Mike Leezer ………Insurance (keeps us insured) and Board of Directors member  
Richard Munroe ... 2017 Vice President 
Ron Baylor ……… Ron Baylor (Christmas Party Auction Bid Award demo & delivery service  
Russell Mills ……. Carl Casper Show & Saint Patrick’s Paradeorganizer. 
Trevor Jessie …... Website Master (masterfully) Volunteer 
Please .. 2017 Secretary (keeps the minutes). 
The Remarque’s is published 12 times per year via e-mail only for the benefit of BSCC members. We do our best to ensure 
accuracy, but cannot be held responsible for errors and omissions & welcome corrections where applicable.Contributions are 

welcome on any subject related to British Sports Cars BSCC members may own. Material from Remarque’s may be 
reprinted in any other non-profit publication provided reciprocal article use permission is granted by that publication and 
credit  given  to source & photographers identified. Member’s car related classified ads are currently free for the benefit of 

BSCC members. Articles which appear in Remarque’s are the opinions of the authors and do not express the position of 

the (BSCC) British Sports Car Club  on any matter unless specifically noted. Deadline for submissions to the editor is the  1st  

of the month prior to the  
  next issue. See the Club Web Site at https://www.BritishSportsCarClub.com To subscribe / unsubscribe, submit 

e-mail with corrections, photos or article please to e-mail: PDakin@gmail.com  

http://www.britishsportscarclub.com/
http://www.britishsportscarclub.com/
mailto:PDakin@gmail.com


 

 

             BSCC hoping to pinpoint the day the Race passes through French Lick 

      



 

 

       

       Introduced by & organizing BSCC Participation Jim Werner  e-mail: jwhlyadv@aol.com, Tel: (502)459-6794 
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